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Inoapps Cloud Growth Accelerator
Implement and grow with Oracle Cloud Applications in four simple steps

Inoapps is here to help you quickly get up and running with Oracle Cloud Applications. The focus is to 
rapidly establish, implement and enable the functionality that delivers the biggest business benefits and 
gives you a firm foundation for both solution adoption and continuous improvement.

www.inoapps.com

We start with business-focused change sessions to 
introduce the Oracle solution and modules. Here we 
work out:

Your business needs and objectives, now and looking ahead
The most relevant modules and functions to meet your 
current core needs
How automation will be used to accelerate the project
How to handle data migration, testing, change management 
and ongoing maintenance
Sta� communication and adoption strategies
How hands on you’d like us to be across areas like
testing, training and change management

01 |  Understand 

At the end of this phase, you will have clarity
on the scope and phases of your initial 
implementation. We also capture what your 
future roadmap might look like, based on
your longer term plans.

By this stage your business and system 
processes are in place and your Oracle 
Cloud solution is doing the agreed core 
things well. Sta� are onboard and working 
with the new software and processes. It's now 
time to focus on enhancement and innovation 
and plan next steps.

04 |  Innovate

Prioritize your next top focus areas, aligned with your 
business strategy
Create an adaptable, prioritized roadmap, to be delivered 
in manageable chunks
Ongoing, we assess new capability delivered with each 
Oracle update to ensure you gain maximum benefit from 
your investment
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Call +44 (0)870 112 2000 |  +1 888 305 7525 or email askinoapps@inoapps.com. Find your local office at inoapps.com/contact

twitter.com/inoappslinkedin.com/inoappsinoapps.com/blog

At Inoapps, we’re always here to talk apps. If you’re considering a move to Oracle Applications, why not contact 
askinoapps@inoapps.com to arrange a 30-minute chat?

Business Transformation 
Inoapps' outcome-based mindset and methodology ensures you see the highest value and most immediate returns from your Oracle 
applications. We match industry expertise and tooling with Oracle Modern Best Practices to o�er rapid routes to value from your 
Oracle Applications investments—whether we’re implementing and updating, supporting strategic change management or delivering 
a full Oracle Cloud managed service.

Next we use intelligent automation tools to set up your 
Oracle Cloud environment and configure the agreed 
functionality.  

A subset of your data is migrated so you’re working with 
real data when you test the solution 
We then test and validate the solution together to ensure 
the agreed processes are performing as expected 
The focus of this phase is to deploy the agreed core 
capability, but as your Oracle journey will be one of  
continuous improvement, we also capture areas for future    
enhancement and innovation 

02 |  Validate 

This is also when you start bringing your wider 
business users into the solution. Depending on 

your adoption journey, this could range from 
briefings from our change architect, to 

documentation creation or us managing 
the entire change process for you.  
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Data is imported and key processes go live

Once testing is complete and you 
are satisfied everything is working 

as expected, it’s time for the full data 
migration.

03 |  Adopt 

The project launch is communicated across your business
Your remaining users are brought onboard, start using the 
software and working to the new operating model
Training continues as needed
Real time visibility into your business is in place and can be 
monitored, and analysis begins. How is the new system 
being used? Are there previous unknowns to be considered? 
Have priorities changed with usage?
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